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Abstract
For the most part, cryptocurrencies are decentralized. Network nodes validate

transactions, which are then recorded in a public data structure known as a
Blockchain, which is a distributed ledger. Cryptography is used to protect

transactions, control the creation of excess units, and verify the transfer of
assets and value in a cryptocurrency. It was developed as a substitute for
cash as a medium of exchange and a store of value.

Today's technology is based on the notion of decentralization. It boosts

security, privacy, and protection. Decentralization's most important feature is
that it reduces corporate risk and increases transparency. This method
resolves the issue of a user's security or confidentiality being threatened.

About Meta Pac-man

It's a new crypto platform that offers locked liquidity and is safe and secure.
In their play to Earn VR games, Meta Pac-Man makes blockchain technology

visible. They use simple gaming elements that everyone can understand and
enjoy, regardless of whether or not they are a blockchain expert.

Meta Pac-Man enters the crypto-industry and builds a name for itself with its

exclusive gaming offerings. It ensures that blockchain technology is present in
their games. Their focus is on adopting simple game mechanics that allow all

players to understand and enjoy the game to its full potential, regardless of
whether or not they are blockchain experts.

Meta Pac-Man's experts have created a platform that benefits its users in a
variety of ways. It offers a Play to Earn virtual reality gaming community as

well as a VR adaptation of the arcade craze in the Metaverse. It also provides

a secure environment for playing the Play to Whale system and having fun. In

addition, users can see and experience hyper-real animated creatures in their
immediate environment.

Gaming Market Size
The Metaverse's principal platform is gaming, which allows users to engage

with and experience a deeper reality while playing. Gamers may interact with
the environment around them rather than being glued to a flat-screen. Be a
part of the $176 billion games market's increasing consumer base.

THE GLOBAL GAME MARKET (2021)
PER SEGMENT
PC
$35.9 Bn

Mobile
$90.7 Bn

-1.7% YoY

+4.4% YoY

TABLET GAMES
$11.6 Bn
+2.0% YoY

SMART PHONE GAMES
$79.0 Bn
+4.7% YoY

20%
52%

2021 TOTAL
$175.8 Bn
-1..1% YoY

BROWSER PC GAMES
$2.6 Bn
-18.0% YoY

DOWNLOADED BOXED PC
GAMES
$33.3 Bn
-1.4% YoY

28%

CONSOLE GAMES

$49.2 Bn
-8.9% YoY

Meta Pac-Man Features
For the community, Meta Pac-Man is launching two

different sorts of systems. The first is a modernized

version of the classic Pac-Man game. Weekly game

results will award the best players in a play to earn
blockchain. Players will also be able to compete
against one another in multiplayer VR-based
games, similar to a sit&go poker tournament. The

concept is to allow members of the community to
play their old-school favorite game while also
earning or winning money.

The second feature will be a game tool or add-on.

To take advantage of Meta Pac-Man's benefits,
users must first complete a few steps. They must

first move to have access to the AR-based NFT
marketplace.

Second,

in

the

geocaching

AR

multiplayer Metaverse, locate their NFTs. Clients
must relocate and discover their PAC-MAN NFTs in

the third step, which occurs during Weekly airdrops.
In the VR Pac-Man game, the NFT characters will be

rated based on their attributes. Finally, the app's

valued users will be able to hide and trade NFTs on
the market.

Why Meta Pac-man?
Since Pac-Man is everyone’s favorite, Meta Pac-Man demands No Tax, No fee but
just Massive burn & marketing strategy and Play to whale gaming system.

TechRate audits the Contract of the platform. The team possesses the Doxxed

dev and an experienced app developer team. Dev wallets are fully tranparent.

Determined crypto-enthusiasts must-visit Telegram for more information and
Pancake Swap to buy.

Tokenomics
Chain: Binance Smart Chain
Total supply: 1000.000.000.000
Contract address: 0x18Ae71804A9edF08760A97caEf245EF622e1ed3A
35 % will be burned in community games
0x4481E08E8d11E93056d70001D006680b15978B6b
35 % Liquidity pool
15 % Private presale
10 % Play to Earn
0xDfdD8c0D94669bFA9781ea8B1dc9BEa2dD7f44eC
3 % Marketing
0x806Ec603d6d1839292aBEA2385C8133367ae58bD
2 % Dev Team
0x3AB77f77295F7Da27312382957A1731F8E2f1c7F

Play to
Earn
10%

DEV Team
2%
Marketing
3%

Burn
Wallet
35%

Private
Sale
15%

Liquidity
Pool
35%

Roadmap
PHASE ONE

Social Media Channels
Fair Launch
Social Media Marketing

2021 Q4

Game & App development
Listing on CG and CMC

PHASE TWO

Trending on CMC and CG

Launch APP and NFT marketplace
APP 10k members
Twitter Followers 10k

2022 Q1

Telegram 10k members
New website
First CEX listing

PHASE THREE

Listing on Major CEX
Influencer Partnerships
App 100k members
100k holders
Further Ecosystem

2022 Q2
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